In stereo-vision processing, the image-matching step is essential for results, although it involves a very high computational cost. Moreover, the more information is processed, the more time is spent by the matching algorithm, and the more inefficient it is. Spike-based processing is a relatively new approach that implements processing methods by manipulating spikes one by one at the time they are transmitted, like a human brain. The mammal nervous system can solve much more complex problems, such as visual recognition by manipulating neuron spikes. The spike-based philosophy for visual information processing based on the neuro-inspired address-event-representation (AER) is currently achieving very high performance. The aim of this work was to study the viability of a matching mechanism in stereo-vision systems, using AER codification and its implementation in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). Some studies have been done before in an AER system with monitored data using a computer; however, this kind of mechanism has not been implemented directly on hardware. To this end, an epipolar geometry basis applied to AER systems was studied and implemented, with other restrictions, in order to achieve good results in a real-time scenario. The results and conclusions are shown, and the viability of its implementation is proven.
Introduction
Image processing in digital computer systems usually consider visual information as a sequence of frames. These frames are taken from cameras that capture reality for a short period of time. They are renewed and transmitted at a rate between 25 and 30 frames per second (in a typical real-time scenario). Digital video processing must process each frame in order to obtain a filter result or detect a feature in the input. Classical machine vision started by using a single camera [1] as a system sensor in order to perform a treatment for each of the frames obtained by that camera. This method provides a controlled environment, but lacks certain aspects of human vision, such as 3D vision, distance calculation, trajectories, etc.
Currently, humankind has experienced a breakthrough in the field of computer vision. This improvement is related to the use of a greater number of cameras in a scene [2] . Trying to mimic human vision, researchers usually work with a two-camera system, called a stereo vision system. In a typical stereo vision processing scenario, implemented algorithms use frames from two digital cameras and process them, trying to obtain certain information by the fusion of both data flows. Video processing
Hardware
There are four hardware components (besides the computer) that are essential to this work. These items are briefly described below.
Address-Event-Representation (AER) Retina
This spiking visual sensor is one of the types used by neuromorphic engineers in their projects. Making a brief summary of the existing neuro-inspired vision sensors, there are three camera models, all built around the same chip that implements the dynamic vision sensor Tmpdiff128: the retina DVS128, the DVS128_PAER, and the eDVS128 [11] .
• DVS128: A camera that has a single high-speed USB 2.0, to send the spiking information, and a plastic case with integrated tripod mount and camera sync connector pins. The DVS128 is intended for jAER software.
• DVS128_PAER: A bare-board camera that offers parallel AER connectors for direct interfacing of the DVS sensor to other AER systems, supporting two connector standards (Rome and CAVIAR). It has also a USB 2.0 port. Our research group worked on European Project CAVIAR [10] and the sensor board was designed by our group.
• eDVS128: An embedded camera that integrates the Tmpdiff128 sensor chip with a 32-bit microcontroller.
In this work, the DVS128_PAER was used. This is the only component that sends raw information through a parallel bus; therefore, this is the best option for connecting to other AER hardware systems (see Figure 1a ).
AER Monitoring Board
USBAERmini2 board [18] consists of two main components: A USB 2.0 Cypress transceiver and a Xilinx Coolrunner CPLD (see Figure 1b) . Its main uses are focused on two aspects: Monitoring the traffic of AER events on a bus (for this it has parallel IDE and Roman connector connections) and reproducing a sequence of AER events stored in the computer (this sequence can be recorded using the software jAER).
Virtex-5 FPGA
Virtex-5 FXT evaluation kit. It consists mainly of a Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VFX30T-FF665 FPGA and some communication ports, such as RS-232, USB, and Ethernet. In addition, it has an expansion port, which allows to connect a plate with multiple GPIOs (General Purpose Input/Output) accessible by the user (see Figure 1c ). This board was the processing core for all the tests. A custom AER expansion board was soldered to connect AER retinas to the FPGA expansion port.
Calibration Matrix
Developed in a collaborative work with the research group face recognition and artificial vision (FRAV) of the Rey Juan Carlos University. It consists of a 64-led mesh distributed in two fully identifiable planes. The resulting mesh can be seen in Figure 1d . Led lights are controlled by a microcontroller integrated in the calibration matrix that switches them on one by one. (Rome and CAVIAR). It has also a USB 2.0 port. Our research group worked on European Project CAVIAR [10] and the sensor board was designed by our group. • eDVS128: An embedded camera that integrates the Tmpdiff128 sensor chip with a 32-bit microcontroller.
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Calibration Matrix
Developed in a collaborative work with the research group face recognition and artificial vision (FRAV) of the Rey Juan Carlos University. It consists of a 64-led mesh distributed in two fully identifiable planes. The resulting mesh can be seen in Figure 1d . Led lights are controlled by a microcontroller integrated in the calibration matrix that switches them on one by one. 
Matching Process
In this subsection, the matching process was applied progressively. Starting with a matching approach based on epipolar restriction (based on the previous work [19] ), the process presented was modified, applying some additional restrictions to reduce the complexity of the searching step, in order to be implemented it in an FPGA.
Epipolar Restriction
With a stereovision system calibrated using a linear mechanism with a Faugeras' optimization [20, 21] and a Pin-Hole camera model [22, 23] . Figure 2 shows the stereo vision system and the calibration matrix used; the geometrical principles of the scene allow one to obtain a linear transformation between the 3D space and the 2D projection of both retinas. In the same way, by combining the information taken from both retinas, the 3D point can be determined using both projections. 
Matching Process
Epipolar Restriction
With a stereovision system calibrated using a linear mechanism with a Faugeras' optimization [20, 21] and a Pin-Hole camera model [22, 23] . Figure 2 shows the stereo vision system and the calibration matrix used; the geometrical principles of the scene allow one to obtain a linear transformation between the 3D space and the 2D projection of both retinas. In the same way, by combining the information taken from both retinas, the 3D point can be determined using both projections. These principles are shown in the next equation system (Equation (1)), where P is the projection matrix of one specific camera, used to indicate the linear relationship between the 3D points of the calibration matrix (used to obtain it) and its projections in the camera itself:
Using the projection matrices from both cameras, the fundamental matrix was obtained by the information combination from both projection matrices and used to estimate the inverse transform of the system; with both projection points (one from each camera), the position of the 3D point in space was determined (X, Y and Z). The Fundamental matrix can be observed in Equation (2):
where M is the 3D point, (uRi,vRi) are the coordinates of the projected points in the right retina, (uLi,viLi) are the coordinates of the projected points in the left retina, PL is the left projection matrix, PR is the right projection matrix, and F is the fundamental matrix. However, in the matching problem only one These principles are shown in the next equation system (Equation (1)), where P is the projection matrix of one specific camera, used to indicate the linear relationship between the 3D points of the calibration matrix (used to obtain it) and its projections in the camera itself: 
where M is the 3D point, (u Ri ,v Ri ) are the coordinates of the projected points in the right retina, (u Li ,v iLi ) are the coordinates of the projected points in the left retina, P L is the left projection matrix, P R is the right projection matrix, and F is the fundamental matrix. However, in the matching problem only one of the projections is known, so it is not possible to use these principles. Therefore, continuing with the Pin-Hole main equation, the values of X and Y can be obtained. Starting with the projection matrix (Equation (1)), and after solving Equation (2), the equation system obtained is presented in Equation (3):
Substituting t expression in the others, we obtained Equation (4):
Grouping the 3D coordinates' coefficients, Equation (5) was obtained:
Changing the name of the parenthesis expressions to a1, b1, c1, d1, a2, b2, c2 and d2, respectively, Equation (6) is presented:
Finally, X and Y can be extracted from the previous information (Equation (7)):
Both values depend on Z, which cannot be obtained with only one projection point. However, two random Z values can be used in these equations, and thus two 3D points were obtained. These two points were applied to the projection matrix of the other camera, obtaining two projection points. The line passing through these two projections is the epipolar line and, more importantly, the line within the correspondence must be situated (see Figure 3) . of the projections is known, so it is not possible to use these principles. Therefore, continuing with the Pin-Hole main equation, the values of X and Y can be obtained. Starting with the projection matrix (Equation (1)), and after solving Equation (2), the equation system obtained is presented in Equation (3): 666 666
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Both values depend on Z, which cannot be obtained with only one projection point. However, two random Z values can be used in these equations, and thus two 3D points were obtained. These two points were applied to the projection matrix of the other camera, obtaining two projection points. The line passing through these two projections is the epipolar line and, more importantly, the line within the correspondence must be situated (see Figure 3 ). This epipolar mechanism has been tested with AER data obtained from the artificial retinas.
Positional Restriction
The searching space near the epipolar line is not very narrow, so finding the correspondence still has a high computational cost. To simplify the searching step, another restriction was applied to the system: positional restriction. This evaluates the difference in rows and columns between one projection point and its correspondence. This analysis was conducted for the 64 points used in the calibration matrix. However, the importance of this restriction is not the result itself, but the evaluation of these variations (horizontal and vertical) in addition to the epipolar principles. This epipolar mechanism has been tested with AER data obtained from the artificial retinas.
The searching space near the epipolar line is not very narrow, so finding the correspondence still has a high computational cost. To simplify the searching step, another restriction was applied to the system: positional restriction. This evaluates the difference in rows and columns between one projection point and its correspondence. This analysis was conducted for the 64 points used in the calibration matrix. However, the importance of this restriction is not the result itself, but the evaluation of these variations (horizontal and vertical) in addition to the epipolar principles.
Starting with the epipolar results, the positional restriction was applied to restrict the searching space near the epipolar line in both ways: vertical and horizontal (see Figure 4) . Thus, using the epipolar lines as the origin or center of the searching window (notice that it is not exactly a rectangular space, but a rhomboid), the distance of rows and columns between the correspondences and the epipolar line center was evaluated. Starting with the epipolar results, the positional restriction was applied to restrict the searching space near the epipolar line in both ways: vertical and horizontal (see Figure 4) . Thus, using the epipolar lines as the origin or center of the searching window (notice that it is not exactly a rectangular space, but a rhomboid), the distance of rows and columns between the correspondences and the epipolar line center was evaluated. 
FPGA Implementation
The aim of this work was to simplify the matching process in order to implemented it in an FPGA. Thus, the final step was to design the hardware system implementation.
The information received though the AER bus is codified in frequency; therefore, the system does not have a frame-based timing like that of classical computer vision. To solve this problem, the system implemented in the FPGA integrates the spiking information received into two 128 × 128 buffers (creating something like an AER histogram, which is like a frame), one for each retina. In parallel, a searching process takes the information from the "master" buffer and looks for a match in the second buffer. These two parallel activities can be performed thanks to the FPGA parallelism's power.
However, in order to maintain the visual information refreshed, these buffers must be reset after a while (creating something like a passage from one frame to another). Thus, a periodic reset process must be included in the system (clock configurated at 20 ms periods to obtain a 50 Hz AER-frame system). This last process acts in both buffers, as well as in the searching process. The block diagram of the implemented system can be observed in Figure 5a . One of the retinas is denoted as "master"; thus, the observer process attends to the information received in its buffer and demands the seeker process to look for a correspondence in the "slave" buffer. Every time it finds a possible match, it compares the value of both pixels looking for a similar 
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However, in order to maintain the visual information refreshed, these buffers must be reset after a while (creating something like a passage from one frame to another). Thus, a periodic reset process must be included in the system (clock configurated at 20 ms periods to obtain a 50 Hz AER-frame system). This last process acts in both buffers, as well as in the searching process. The block diagram of the implemented system can be observed in Figure 5a . One of the retinas is denoted as "master"; thus, the observer process attends to the information received in its buffer and demands the seeker process to look for a correspondence in the "slave" buffer. Every time it finds a possible match, it compares the value of both pixels looking for a similar One of the retinas is denoted as "master"; thus, the observer process attends to the information received in its buffer and demands the seeker process to look for a correspondence in the "slave" buffer. Every time it finds a possible match, it compares the value of both pixels looking for a similar value in both. The seeking space was determined by the restrictions evaluated in previous subsections.
This searching cannot be done from the beginning (reset signal activation), as it needs a setup time until the master buffer has enough information. However, a long waiting time also makes it inefficient, as it can produce a buffer overflow. Therefore, to use an intermediate time, the searching process starts in the middle of the reset signal period (see Figure 5b) . The difference between the extracting step and the searching step is used by the system to apply the epipolar and the positional restrictions.
However, as is presented in the results section, the final space for the searching process after applying both restrictions depends directly on the activation point coordinates in the master retina, and this searching space is not modified because the extrinsic parameters of the stereo system are fixed (the distance between both retinas and their physical orientation is always the same). Thus, there is no need to calculate the epipolar lines (which need several complex operations and significant time); thanks to the previous restrictions, we can calculate these values offline and store them in a hash table at the center of the searching space for every master-retina point. Then, thanks to the positional restriction, we can determine the height and width of the searching space (which is the same for every point, as is shown in the Section 3). In addition, and in order to simplify this process, the searching space used is rectangular (not a rhomboid, as indicated in the previous subsection), so the error obtained is greater (this is evaluated in the next section).
Moreover, both retinas have different intrinsic parameters; thus, the value of the correspondences (gray scale) may vary even if there is no error in the output. This problem was not contemplated in the previous subsections and suggest evaluating the variation in the gray values in order to establish a common variation error to be used in the searching process.
Therefore, this searching process is limited in time (the same number of comparisons in every search) and can be done in less than 10 ms. The described process is shown in Figure 6 .
value in both. The seeking space was determined by the restrictions evaluated in previous subsections. This searching cannot be done from the beginning (reset signal activation), as it needs a setup time until the master buffer has enough information. However, a long waiting time also makes it inefficient, as it can produce a buffer overflow. Therefore, to use an intermediate time, the searching process starts in the middle of the reset signal period (see Figure 5b) . The difference between the extracting step and the searching step is used by the system to apply the epipolar and the positional restrictions.
Therefore, this searching process is limited in time (the same number of comparisons in every search) and can be done in less than 10 ms. The described process is shown in Figure 6 . After presenting the matching process and its implementation in a dedicated hardware, the obtained results are presented and evaluated in the next section.
Results
There are two test scenarios: the simulated one and the on-board test. In the first scenario, the visual AER data is received by the retinas, codified and transmitted across an FPGA, and received in a computer (where these data are evaluated in an offline way applying the previously presented restrictions). In the second scenario, the final optimization of the matching process is codified in VHDL (using the system detailed in the previous subsection) and integrated into the FPGA itself (synthetic visual AER data are used as the system's input to verify and test the output).
Simulated Test
For this first test scenario, the system was configured as follows: the calibration matrix was controlled by a microcontroller to switch the led lights on one by one (up to 64). The information was After presenting the matching process and its implementation in a dedicated hardware, the obtained results are presented and evaluated in the next section.
Results
Simulated Test
For this first test scenario, the system was configured as follows: the calibration matrix was controlled by a microcontroller to switch the led lights on one by one (up to 64). The information was received by the retinas and transmitted separately to the FPGA, where the spiking data were codified, mixed, and transmitted to the computer across the AER monitoring board. Finally, the data were stored and evaluated offline.
Next, we present the results obtained after applying the visual restrictions to the offline data.
Applying the Epipolar Restriction
With the data stored, epipolar lines were calculated using the principles described in the previous section. To evaluate the efficiency of the searching space reduction, the distance between the epipolar lines and the correspondence points were calculated and presented graphically. Figure 7a shows the 64 projection points of the left retina used, as well as the epipolar lines obtained from the points of the right retina. Figure 7b shows the opposite case: projection points of the right retina with the epipolar lines of the left retina. Figure 6c,d show only the results for the first eight points, so the closeness between the projection points and their epipolar lines can be better appreciated. received by the retinas and transmitted separately to the FPGA, where the spiking data were codified, mixed, and transmitted to the computer across the AER monitoring board. Finally, the data were stored and evaluated offline. Next, we present the results obtained after applying the visual restrictions to the offline data.
With the data stored, epipolar lines were calculated using the principles described in the previous section. To evaluate the efficiency of the searching space reduction, the distance between the epipolar lines and the correspondence points were calculated and presented graphically. Figure 7a shows the 64 projection points of the left retina used, as well as the epipolar lines obtained from the points of the right retina. Figure 7b shows the opposite case: projection points of the right retina with the epipolar lines of the left retina. Table 1 shows the errors obtained in the process, which correspond to the distance between the matching points and their epipolar lines (obtained from the information of the other retina). 
Applying the Positional Restriction
The previous information indicates that there is an error in the process of finding the correspondence in a space near the epipolar line. Thus, the searching process still has a high computational cost. To simplify the searching step, the positional restriction was applied in order to determine the vertical and horizontal size of the searching space. These parameters indicate the height and width values of the rhomboid searching space in the slave retina (see Figure 4) , whose center was determined thanks to the epipolar restriction results: the nearest point of the epipolar line to the correspondence point in the slave retina (for every point from the master retina).
Using the 64 calibration points as reference, several horizontal and vertical values were used in order to study the success of the searching step (determined by the percentage of correspondence points located inside the rhomboid with the specific values of ∂ H and ∂ V ). The numerical results can be observed in Table 2 and their graphical representations are shown in Figure 8 . Table 1 shows the errors obtained in the process, which correspond to the distance between the matching points and their epipolar lines (obtained from the information of the other retina). The previous information indicates that there is an error in the process of finding the correspondence in a space near the epipolar line. Thus, the searching process still has a high computational cost. To simplify the searching step, the positional restriction was applied in order to determine the vertical and horizontal size of the searching space. These parameters indicate the height and width values of the rhomboid searching space in the slave retina (see Figure 4) , whose center was determined thanks to the epipolar restriction results: the nearest point of the epipolar line to the correspondence point in the slave retina (for every point from the master retina).
Using the 64 calibration points as reference, several horizontal and vertical values were used in order to study the success of the searching step (determined by the percentage of correspondence points located inside the rhomboid with the specific values of ∂H and ∂V). The numerical results can be observed in Table 2 and their graphical representations are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 . Positional restriction results represented by the hit rate, using Table 2 data.
Looking for a good relationship between the searching space size and hit rate, these conclusions can be obtained from the data of Looking for a good relationship between the searching space size and hit rate, these conclusions can be obtained from the data of Table 2: • Vertical variation: For values greater than three pixels (with the same horizontal variation), the hit rate does not vary. This will be the vertical variation selected.
•
Horizontal variation: To obtain a 100% hot rate, a value of 9 needs to be selected. However, the hit rate variation between 6 and 9 is only 1.5%, but the searching space increases 50% using a vertical variation of 3 pixels. The horizontal variation selected is 6 pixels.
These values were tested in the FPGA implementation using a rectangular searching space (not rhomboid) and are discussed in the next section.
On-Board Test
For the last test scenario, the system was configured as follows: the matching process described in the previous section was implemented in VHDL over the FPGA. In order to control the input and output data, the calibration matrix and the retinas were not used at this point; the system input was stimulated by visual data generated in the computer, and the output was received in the same computer (this test scenario is shown in Figure 9 ). It is important to describe both input and output information:
• Input data: Visual information of both retinas. For the master retina, spikes from only one-pixel activation were fired with a specific firing rate. For the slave retina, spikes from several pixels were fired, and one of these pixels was the correspondence. The aim was to test the searching process implemented in the FPGA. This process takes the pixel from the master retina and searches for its correspondence in the slave retina.
•
Output data: Information about the match found. Once the searching process determined that it has found the correspondence, the pixel coordinates were sent to the computer. Then, we evaluate the success of the matching process and the delay obtained, since the input data are received in the FPGA until the seeker responds. This elapsed time is calculated inside the FPGA and sent to the computer with the correspondence coordinates.
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• Vertical variation: For values greater than three pixels (with the same horizontal variation), the hit rate does not vary. This will be the vertical variation selected.
• Horizontal variation: To obtain a 100% hot rate, a value of 9 needs to be selected. However, the hit rate variation between 6 and 9 is only 1.5%, but the searching space increases 50% using a vertical variation of 3 pixels. The horizontal variation selected is 6 pixels. These values were tested in the FPGA implementation using a rectangular searching space (not rhomboid) and are discussed in the next section.
On-Board Test
• Input data: Visual information of both retinas. For the master retina, spikes from only onepixel activation were fired with a specific firing rate. For the slave retina, spikes from several pixels were fired, and one of these pixels was the correspondence. The aim was to test the searching process implemented in the FPGA. This process takes the pixel from the master retina and searches for its correspondence in the slave retina.
• Output data: Information about the match found. Once the searching process determined that it has found the correspondence, the pixel coordinates were sent to the computer. Then, we evaluate the success of the matching process and the delay obtained, since the input data are received in the FPGA until the seeker responds. This elapsed time is calculated inside the FPGA and sent to the computer with the correspondence coordinates. Searching space centers were calculated offline with the calibration matrix information used in the epipolar restriction test, and positional restriction values (horizontal and vertical variation) were determined by the previous test (∂H = 3 and ∂V = 2), using a rectangular space to simplify the searching. As indicated in the previous section, retinas have different intrinsic parameters: their values are Searching space centers were calculated offline with the calibration matrix information used in the epipolar restriction test, and positional restriction values (horizontal and vertical variation) were determined by the previous test (∂ H = 3 and ∂ V = 2), using a rectangular space to simplify the searching.
As indicated in the previous section, retinas have different intrinsic parameters: their values are similar but not the same. To contemplate this fact, several value variations were tested (0-5% error tested, which means a range up to ± 12 grayscale values, from 255 max).
As shown in Figure 9 , there are several VHDL blocks in the final implementation. These blocks are controlled by three processes working together to obtain the results. Next, these processes are explained in detail:
• Pre-processing process: This process integrates the activities ranging from the data input to the storage in the FIFO (queue) of each retina. It is divided into three independent phases that need the output of the previous one (they work as a pipeline). Moreover, this path is duplicated for each retina, and they work in parallel.
•
Histogram construction: This process waits for any change in the FIFO and, when its content is not empty, it extracts the first spike stored in it and updates the histogram associated with this FIFO. This path is duplicated, and thus they also work in parallel.
Matching seeker: This is a unique process that extracts the important information from the left histogram and finds its correspondence point in the right histogram inside the searching space bounded by the pre-calculated square.
In the system's first implementation, the second process was the last phase of the pre-processing process and no FIFO was used; however, due to the variable rate of input spikes, occasionally some information was lost. That is why the FIFO was included to avoid loss of information, and this process is independent from the first one.
The third process does not need the previous processes to finish before it starts working. This process accesses a dual-port memory, where the histograms information is stored and makes use of it to look for the matches. The interaction between these processes, and their detailed execution, is shown in Figure 10 . It is important to emphasize that these processes cannot be executed sequentially among themselves (as a pipeline); they need to be working in parallel, and, in certain circumstances, access shared components simultaneously. similar but not the same. To contemplate this fact, several value variations were tested (0-5% error tested, which means a range up to ± 12 grayscale values, from 255 max).
• Histogram construction: This process waits for any change in the FIFO and, when its content is not empty, it extracts the first spike stored in it and updates the histogram associated with this FIFO. This path is duplicated, and thus they also work in parallel.
• Matching seeker: This is a unique process that extracts the important information from the left histogram and finds its correspondence point in the right histogram inside the searching space bounded by the pre-calculated square. In the system's first implementation, the second process was the last phase of the pre-processing process and no FIFO was used; however, due to the variable rate of input spikes, occasionally some information was lost. That is why the FIFO was included to avoid loss of information, and this process is independent from the first one.
The third process does not need the previous processes to finish before it starts working. This process accesses a dual-port memory, where the histograms information is stored and makes use of it to look for the matches. The interaction between these processes, and their detailed execution, is shown in Figure 10 . It is important to emphasize that these processes cannot be executed sequentially among themselves (as a pipeline); they need to be working in parallel, and, in certain circumstances, access shared components simultaneously. The inputs used for this test contained more than 140 k synthetic AER histograms from both retinas codified as spikes: 128 × 128 pixels (16384 pixels) with 7-9 tests for each pixel. For each one, these cases were contemplated:
• There is no correspondence point inside the searching space:
o No pixel activated inside (1 test). The inputs used for this test contained more than 140 k synthetic AER histograms from both retinas codified as spikes: 128 × 128 pixels (16384 pixels) with 7-9 tests for each pixel. For each one, these cases were contemplated:
No pixel activated inside (1 test). Some activated pixels but with different grayscale value (1 test).
• There is a correspondence point inside the searching space:
Only the correspondence point is situated inside the searching space (1 test). More points are situated inside the searching space, but with different grayscale values (2-3 tests).
For the second case, every test was duplicated. We added several points near the original rhomboid searching space, which were placed inside the final rectangular searching space.
Thus, we analyzed the hit rate and the time response for all these tests. The results can be observed in Table 3 . As can be observed in Table 3 , the best results were 84.1%, which were obtained with a 3% error. The average time elapsed for this case was 8.8 milliseconds, which is less than 10 milliseconds (time estimated in the previous section and used to determine the maximum seeker time to find a match). The success rate separated by the different tests is shown in Figure 11 . The sensitivity (true positive rate) obtained was 83.25% and the specificity (true negative rate) was 87.5%. o Some activated pixels but with different grayscale value (1 test).
o Only the correspondence point is situated inside the searching space (1 test). o More points are situated inside the searching space, but with different grayscale values (2-3 tests). For the second case, every test was duplicated. We added several points near the original rhomboid searching space, which were placed inside the final rectangular searching space.
Thus, we analyzed the hit rate and the time response for all these tests. The results can be observed in Table 3 . As can be observed in Table 3 , the best results were 84.1%, which were obtained with a 3% error. The average time elapsed for this case was 8.8 milliseconds, which is less than 10 milliseconds (time estimated in the previous section and used to determine the maximum seeker time to find a match). The success rate separated by the different tests is shown in Figure 11 . The sensitivity (true positive rate) obtained was 83.25% and the specificity (true negative rate) was 87.5%. As has been commented from the very beginning of this manuscript, the final objective of this work was to implement the matching algorithm into dedicated hardware (FPGA). The hit rate of the final implementation has been detailed; however, it is very important to analyze the hardware As has been commented from the very beginning of this manuscript, the final objective of this work was to implement the matching algorithm into dedicated hardware (FPGA). The hit rate of the final implementation has been detailed; however, it is very important to analyze the hardware components used (see Table 4 ) and the power consumption (see Table 5 ).
All the tests have been detailed and exposed. Finally, in the discussion section, these results are analyzed. 
Discussion
The results obtained after several optimizations and simplifications (detailed one by one in this manuscript) prove that a matching process for an AER stereo vision system working in real-time in an FPGA obtains a success rate of 84.1% and spends less than 9 milliseconds to find the match.
The final test scenario does not contemplate multiple matching points in the master retina. Here, we present a solution for a unique pixel cluster and demonstrate that the matching step in spiking visual systems can be integrated into an FPGA. Until now, the matching processes for these systems have been run in a computer with the information received by the monitoring board [13] . With this solution, power consumption is reduced considerably.
To integrate a multiple-pixel matching inside the FPGA without it influencing the time response, we are working on a multiple-seeker matching system, where each seeker observes one specific section in the master AER histogram information.
To sum up, this work presents a novel spiking stereo vision matching approach implemented in an FPGA, which combines restrictions used in classical machine vision processing, and works with silicon bio-inspired retinas used by the Neuromorphic Engineering community. Previous work in this area has been focused on applying timing and epipolar restrictions to monitored data on a computer, using software algorithms.
The matching mechanism was evaluated and implemented in VHDL in an FPGA. To date, there is no matching mechanism used for bio-inspired binocular systems working real-time in an FPGA.
In order to compare our system with others, we have to take into account several factors like the neuromorphic paradigm, implementation, simplification of the matching process, etc. All these factors suggest that there are systems with significant variance in terms of the number of operations, response time, event rate, success rate, consumption, etc. However, there is a study by Hernandez-Juarez et al. [24] that has several factors in common with ours (implementation, matching algorithm and color range) and works in real time. In this work, the authors implemented a matching algorithm in an NVIDIA Tegra X1 (a GPU (graphics processing unit) used in cell phones). They used a 9 × 7 window (very similar to ours) and a 128-colour range (half of ours) and obtained these results: a 94% hit rate at 19 fps with a 35 W power consumption. With our system, we obtained an 84% hit rate in real time (the DVS retinas send the equivalent information to more than a 100 Hz camera, so we process at more than 100 fps) with a power consumption of 92 mW. So, although our hit-rate was worse than theirs, the power consumption and the processing speed were significantly higher. These two pillars are the essence of a neuromorphic system: speed and low consumption.
